Better integrating future mobility

THE DATA PLATFORM FOR CITIES TO BUILD &
MANAGE THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION
Urbanism Next: Squeezing the best out of mobility data collaboration
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Vianova, a thoughtful leader on city mobility management
-

Leading mobility data provider and city mobility management
solution in Europe

-

Enabling transparent data sharing between cities, operators and
third parties, providing data analytics & policy tools for informed
decision making & mobility management

-

Born in April 2019, Vianova has 18 employees from 6 nationalities
across London, Berlin, Paris & Zurich

-

Thoughtful leader in mobility data, policies & GDPR, frequent
speakers at the EU Commission, OMF, Polis, UITP or other leading
organisations

-

Startup backed by VC funds, Govtech venture firm Public.io &
accelerator EIT Urban mobility
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Mobility services are ﬂooding the modern city
x5 (20M) free-ﬂoating & on-demand mobility devices in EU by 2025 (Arthur D Little, 2020)
78% increase in last-mile deliveries & 36% more vehicles by 2030 (WEF, 2020)

Traﬃc management is deeply challenged:
(1) Wild parking + (2) safety risks + (3) unsupervised transport
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Data is key but today the parties lack trust & technical capacity
Mobility data is exploding with vehicles connectivity - 25 to 3600 GB/hr with AV (source Deutsche Telekom, 2018)
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Challenges for data sharing:
●
●
●

Business: data in silos, complicated licensing & sourcing
Technical: integration & standardization
Regulatory: data security & control, privacy protection
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How it works ? Trusted third-party to facilitate secured & bilateral data sharing
Mobility fleets

City data platform

Cities

Shared micro-mobility
Ride-hailing

Transport authorities
Mobility data

Policy data

Micro- transit

Infrastructure managers
Public operator

Delivery

●

Open source mobility data formats: MDS, GBFS and others

●

Open platform powered by the city, with open API & data governance

●

Privacy protection with GDPR compliant data exchange services & storage

●

Bilateral exchange of information: mobility data vs. city geofenced regulations
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Data-driven mobility & infrastructure management
MOBILITY SERVICES

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Signiﬁcant experience in serving global cities & public operators
●

Actively used in 15 European Cities
Espoo

●

Strong focus on actionable & impactful use cases

Helsinki
Stockholm

●

Excellent & dedicated support

●

Deep experience in data-science & policy making

Gothenburg

Tartu
Malmö
Bruxelles

Northamptonshire

Gelsenkirchen

Client organisation of Vianova:

Oxfordshire

Basel
Zurich
Paris
Milan

Faro
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Changing landscape: much better 2021 than 2020, 2019, 2018
What we saw on the ground for the last 2.5 years:
1.

More maturity from cities: Data & Policies

2.

Cities are becoming the main client: PPP, tenders, permits, etc.

3.

Operators engaging in (very) constructive ways with cities: Data & Policies

4.

Cities are paying attention to each other ! Good ideas are being shared

5.

Data quality is “signiﬁcantly” improving ! Nearly universal use of international formats (MDS, GBFS)

6.

Data privacy and understanding of GDPR is improving
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Priority 0: Establish SUMP and set regulation framework
1 - Develop their vision for shared mobility as part of their Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
2 - Set a regulatory framework that ﬁt into that strategic vision

https://www.vianova.io/library
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Priority 1: What data for which purpose ? Use cases
Why deﬁning use cases:

How deﬁning use cases:

-

Transparency to operators

-

Workshop with all stakeholders

-

Priorisation for the city mobility team

-

Think immediate & future applications

-

GDPR obligations

-

Clear & iterative deliverables

https://www.vianova.io/blog/developing-use-cases-toget-the-most-out-of-mobility-data
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The Use Cases of CityScope Data
Enhance
Plan
Use Cityscope to analyze longer term
trends, improving infrastructure and
creating a safer, more integrated
transportation system

Monitor

Make Cityscope a key instrument for
improving shared micro-mobility and
public policy in the city.

Manage
Use Cityscope and our data visualization
tools to interact with operators and
improve public order

Use Cityscope and our data
visualization tools to see the
daily movements of shared
micro-mobility and uses of
the curb.

Vianova Conﬁdential and Proprietary

Safety: planning new cycling lanes & monitoring the usage
Bruxelles: 40 km of new corona-lanes created from June-20, micro-mobility traﬃc was multiplied by 5
Aggregated trips per road segment from shared e-scooters & e-bikes
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Order: geofence regulations to promote better parking
Northamptonshire: 100 incentivised parking zones created & 80 no-parking zones, decreased by 4
devices removal & complaints
Digital communication of policies to shared-mobility operators, and audit of operator compliance
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Sustainability: usage patterns & link with public transport
Helsinki: 25% of morning trips start from main train station, commuting represents 40% of all usage
Aggregated insights on daily/weekly distribution of trips, O/D matrix & hotspots visualisation
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Parking: street usage & loading zones management in Paris
Paris: X% of all deliveries in Paris are made while in double parking (5 major logistic operators)
Aggregated insights on daily delivery operations from logistics operators, and mapping & usage insights of
all loading zones (in progress)
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What else will you be managing in ﬁve years ?

Goods
Delivery

On
Demand
Transit

Aerial Urban
Mobility

Shared Micro-mobility

Autonomous
Vehicles

Priority 2: working with operators & setting up data-sharing
Set data requirements as part of the license / permit
-

Data formats
Quality of data
Security and GDPR compliance

Audit operators’ data
-

Accuracy of data
Reliability of API

Develop transparent policies and compliance tools
Set enforcement for policy infringements (e.g.: caps)
-

Level playing ﬁeld among

Promote good collaborations with operators through frequent calls &
direct engagements

https://www.vianova.io/library
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Leading data platform with growing operators’ agreements
50+ mobility data agreements: shared mobility & extending to ﬂeet managers, OEMs, delivery & on-demand services
150,000 vehicles, 5M trips/ month, 500M data points / hour
2020

20,000,000 vehicles
2025

High & growing coverage of connected ﬂeets

Mobility operators program:
One global data agreement

One data format, & reporting

Data control & management

GDPR compliance

Transparent policies & audit

Deﬁned, tested, & collaborative use cases

⇒ Operators trust Vianova for handling their data in a neutral and GDPR compliant, relying on collaborative use cases
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Priority 3: which management system ?
1 - In-house development
- Require large IT capacity → building next-gen city traﬃc management system (future proof)
- Have a product that ﬁt exactly the needs of the city
2 - Hire consultants to develop it for the city
- Cost of ownership very high:
-

Wait for the 1200 euros for any upgrade / maintenance from Capgemini / Accenture

3 - Third party software:
- Cost shared between many cities + beneﬁts from wide cross-experience & use cases
- Pay attention to
-

Transparency of the calculation / data pipeline
Openness of the data - Open API
Support functions in fulﬁlling use cases

Lots of confusion: Open data / Open-source / Open platform
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Looking to partner up with you to steer sustainable mobility

Contact me for a meeting:
Thibault Castagne
Cofounder & CEO of Vianova

thibault.castagne@vianova.io
+ 33 6 17 87 49 21
Paris, France | Zurich, Switzerland
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